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In 1700, some 250,000 white and black inhabitants populated
the 13 American colonies, with the vast majority of whites either born
in England or descended from English immigrants. By 1776, the nonNative American population had increased tenfold and non-English
Europeans and Africans dominated new immigration. Of all the
European immigrant groups, the Germans may have been the largest
seeking a “Hopeful Journey” to a new life and the new world.

HOPEFUL JOURNEY:
GERMAN IMMIGRATION,
SETTLEMENT AND POLITICAL
CULTURE IN COLONIAL AMERICA,
1717-1775
BY AARON SPENCER FOGLEMAN

Mission
Statement
“Advance
Knowledge”
1.To further interest and
study of German
speaking immigration in
Ohio.
2.Encourage members to
further research family
histories in Ohio.
3.Promote information
about life, times and
social life of German
speaking emigrants and
descendants.

PART TWO: Peasant Communities and Peasant
Migration

T

he inhabitants of the northern Kraichgau owed allegiance to dozens of
separate aristocratic rulers. The rulers of those parishes not included in
the Palatine Electorate found themselves in a hostile environment during
the early modern period. Not only were they located among three larger
powers (the Electorate, the Margravate of Baden-Durlach, and the Duchy of
Württemberg), they also lay between two superpowers of continental Europe -France and Austria. From this precarious position, the knights of the Kraichgau
struggled to maintain their independent sovereignty over their tiny holdings. For
as long as possible, they skillfully played off the surrounding princes against the
emperor in Vienna. The greatest enemy of the knights before the Thirty Years'
War was the Palatine Electorate, where the official religion alternated between
Catholicism and the Reformed faith. The knights had quickly become Lutheran
during the Reformation and so tended to have closer relations with Lutheran
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 9)

VOM SCHREIBTISCH DES PRÄSIDENTINNEN
Dear PalAm Members,
For those that do not know me, I have
been a member of Pal-Am for over 10
years and most of those years have been
on the board of the Ohio Chapter as
Recording Secretary and, most recently,
as Vice President. I have spent my
professional career working in academics
or the health field. Currently I work at
one of Ohio University’s regional
campuses. I have been doing genealogy
research for almost 30 years.
It is bittersweet that I assume the role of
President of the Ohio Chapter from my
dear friend Linda Dietrich. I am very
grateful for all the hard work and dedication Linda gave for both the Ohio Chapter and for
National Pal-Am. I got to know Linda very well these last few years, as we had been roommates
at various seminars and conferences. I especially enjoyed working with her on the planning of
the 2020 National Pal-Am Conference. I was honored to be asked to serve as her vice president
and appreciated her mentorship.
We had our first virtual seminars on October 24th and 31st. This is different than we were used
to. I know everyone missed the good Amish lunch that we used to enjoy during our seminars.
However, we were excited to have author Claire Gebben join us for both Saturdays. She has
written many books about her ancestors and she also writes articles for Your Genealogy Today.
To recap, on the 24th her first presentation was on reading German handwriting, which is one of
the most requested topics for us fellow German researchers. Her second session that day was “A
Hidden Heritage: German Immigrants to America.” On October 31st, her sessions were
“Creating a Legacy from Family Papers and Genealogy” and “For the Record: Writing Memoirs
and Family Stories.”
We are planning our Spring Seminar, to be held March 13th, with speaker Dan Jones. Please
check out the website to register.
I want to wish everyone a healthy New Year!

Best Wishes,
Lori Poch
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Obituary – Linda Dietrich
One of the brighter lights of the Palatines to America has fallen dark.
Linda Dietrich, 72, passed away on November 16, 2020, after a short
battle with lung cancer.
Linda was a unique and special person with a deep commitment to
the Palatines to America and also genealogy in general. She freely
and regularly volunteered her time in support of the PalAm mission,
promoted and advanced the organization in so many ways in so many
different venues. Truly an irreplaceable person who will be greatly
missed and for those who knew her we lose the gift of having known
her.
Born in Cincinnati to the late John Marvin “Jack” and Marian Louise Huber Dietrich, Linda shared
her mother’s passion for genealogy, researching not only her own family lines but countless others
as well. She also loved the arts, books, and theatre.
The Ohio Chapter admired her energy and took a lot from her avid devotion to duty for every task
and her leadership qualities. Our seminars will not be the same without her irrepressible enthusiasm
and infectious laughter. She contributed so much to the Chapter’s success, serving on the Board for
many years, including the last two as President.
Long-time friend, and National Pal-Am President Roberta Newcomer described Linda as a mover,
shaker and devoted volunteer who was so excited about hosting the National Pal-Am Conference in
her hometown, and was equally disappointed when it was cancelled due to the pandemic.
Living with her sister Donna Dietrich Weber and her husband Steve during her last month, Linda
reflected on the inevitable end of her life:

“The angels are moving from the wings to center stage to help me complete this journey.”
She reminded us that life is terminal and does not last as long as many believe or want, so get busy
with what’s important; that loving, supportive and respectful relationships are what finally and fully
matter most; that living today, in the moment, with but an eye on what was and what might be, are
critical to happiness; and that worthy purpose and devoted place in a community are our true
legacies.

Kent Robinson & Linda 6/15/18

Linda as most of us
remember her.

Tom Gerke & Linda 4/22/17

Tom Gerke,
Roberta Newcomer
& Linda
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Linda at 2017
IGGP Conf. in
Minneapolis

F

our hundred years is a mere eye-blink in the history of mankind and the world. However,
for genealogists who research their German-speaking ancestors, it is informative to
understand just exactly what was happening in southwest Germany 400 years ago.
Germany enjoyed a time of relative quiet between the Peace of
Augsburg, signed in 1555, and the outbreak of the Thirty Years’
War in 1618. During this time, some German states were able to
expand their territories by annexing smaller neighbors in the
absence of an engaged and attentive emperor. Local rivalries
engendered tensions that often were based on religious
affiliation.

The Peace of Augsburg brought peace but didn’t settle the
religious disagreements in Germany. Its signatories did not
recognize Calvinism. Adherents to both Calvinism and
Lutheranism worked to spread their influence and gain converts in the face of the CounterReformation, an attempt by the Roman Catholic Church to reverse the spread of Protestantism.
Peace of Augsberg

By 1621, religious controversy had become so obstructive that at times the German Reichstag could
not conduct business. Thirteen years earlier, for example, Calvinists walked out of the body,
preventing the levying of a tax to fight a war against the Turks. The mixture of religion transformed
it into a European conflict that lasted for more than a generation and devastated Germany. In 1620,
in an attempt to wrest control from the nobles, imperial armies and the Catholic League, under Tilly,
defeated the Protestants at the Battle of White Mountain near Prague.

Historians have usually estimated that between one-fourth and one-third of the population perished
from direct military causes or from illness and starvation related to the war. Overall losses were
serious enough that historians believe it took a century after the Thirty Years’ War for Germany’s
population to reach pre-war level.
The Reformation yielded little real benefit for ordinary people. Inflation affected grain prices which,
in turn, impacted the quality of nutrition for all but the wealthiest. Bad harvests and a series of
unusually severe winters didn’t help. A minority of rich peasants lived amid struggling smallholders
hard-pressed by feudal lords who maximized their profits by increasing labor and tax burdens. In the
cities wealthy merchants and landed aristocrats faced a proletariat who were pauperized by the end
of the century.
From a religious perspective, the Palatine electorate went Calvinist when its ruler converted; later the
“reformed” creed established itself, among other places, in the electorates of Brandenberg and
Saxony, the territories of Hesse-Kassel, Nassau, Durlach, and Anhalt, and the cities of Bremen,
Emden, and Münster. The Reformed religion in Germany coexisted easily with the autocratic
territorial church.
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In 1618, estates in Bohemia mounted a protest in Hradčany
(near Prague), which prompted a militant faction of deputies
to throw two imperial councilors from a castle window
(defenestration being a traditional Bohemian gesture of
defiance). Emperor Ferdinand II was a ruthless counterreformer who reduced religious liberties and prepared for
military action The Bohemian estates, meanwhile, elected a
Calvinist, Frederick V of the Palatinate, to be their king. As
the alliances fell into place on each side, the state was set for
the sequence of large-scale military actions that constituted
the Thirty Years’ War.

Definestration

BOOK REVIEW:
KEY ESSENTIALS OF GERMAN GENEOLOGY FROM BASICS TO SUCCESS
BY KENT ROBINSON

F

ormer National PalAm President Kent Robinson has published a
new book based upon the syllabus of five PowerPoint
presentations he has given over the past few years. His course
was developed from his 15 years of German genealogy research
and questions that are generally asked at these outreach events.
The book includes the text of all the PowerPoint slides from those presentations, a flowsheet of
research suggestions – whether or not you know the village of origin of your family, as well as an
extensive 20-page bibliography with the URLs for many websites useful in German genealogy
research. The book, copyrighted by the Indiana Chapter, PalAm, includes nearly 100 pages and all
proceeds from its sales will benefit the chapter.
Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•

Determining the Village of Origin: A Major and Necessary Step
History and Geography
“Dies und Das” (This and That): A Variety of Useful Information
Resources: Books and Websites
Using Records in the Homeland

Cost of the book is $30 (includes postage and handling). Make checks payable to Indiana Chapter,
PalAm. Mail your order to Kent Robinson, 6610 Latona Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46278. Questions to
indianapalam@gmail.com

Notice of Annual Membership Meeting
The Annual Membership Meeting of the Ohio Chapter, Palatines to America will be
held virtually on Saturday, March 13th at 1:30 p.m. following a lunch break during
the 2021 PalAm Spring Seminar. Admission to the meeting is contingent on your
paid admission to the seminar.
During this meeting, the election of the following officers and trustees will be held:
Officers
Vice President – Tom Fishbaugh (2021-2022)
Corresponding Secretary – Debbie Seemueller (2021-2023)
Trustees
Shelley Bishop (2021-2024)
Deb Cyprych (2021-2024)
Jill Filo (2021-2023)
Jane Gramlich (2021-2024)
Jerry Miller (2021-2022)
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A HIDDEN HERITAGE
SUMMARIZED FROM A PRESENTATION GIVEN
BY CLAIRE GEBBEN AT THE OHIO PALAM FALL
SEMINAR, 31 OCTOBER 2020
BY VERN MARGARD

G

erman immigrants have a long heritage in this country.
“Waves” of German immigrants have contributed to American culture, politics, and
education. German immigrants introduced beer, Christmas trees, kindergarten, physical
education, expert craftsmanship, and so much more.

Earliest immigrants, those arriving in the 18th century, tended to be Protestants fleeing religious
persecution. These “church” Germans found many advantages in the American colonies. Land was
generally available and taxes were lower. There was a demand for skilled workers and they had the
ability to enter into trades without the restrictions of the guild systems back home. Many who came
to fight in the American Revolution stayed for these same reasons.
Like much of Europe, German nations experienced a renaissance in the arts and sciences in the late
18th and early 19th centuries. There was great interest back home in the “American experiment.”
Letters from ex pats became the talk of the town and were often read in public places, fueling
excitement for emigration. At the same time, developments here were opening opportunities for
German immigrants. The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 brought farmers and artisan craftsmen
to Ohio.
A revolutionary spirit spread across Europe in 1848. Known as the “Revolutions for Democracy,”
many were quickly suppressed. “Forty-Eighters,” as they became known, were Europeans who
participated in or supported the revolutions and who gave up their old lives to start anew abroad.
More than a million Germans, many of them intellectuals and educators, immigrated during the
following decade, often settling in urban areas. Germans migrated to developing midwestern and
southern cities, bringing social activism, and advocating issues like abolition and women’s suffrage.
These new immigrants contributed significantly to American culture. They founded newspapers
and developed beer and wine industries. German immigrants were admired for their excellent
craftsmanship and excellent gardens. Their concept of a sabbath, though, traditionally celebrated
with church fairs and socializing, deviated wildly from puritanical customs. Social resistance
developed in the form of the temperance movement and the emergence of political efforts to limit
naturalization.
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Special attention was paid during Gebben’s presentation to the evolution of Kleindeutschland in
New York City. Known as “Little Germany,” Kleindeutschland was a German immigrant
neighborhood on the Lower East Side and East Village neighborhoods of Manhattan. By 1855 New
York had the third largest German population of any city in the world, most of whom were welleducated with marketable skills in crafts. Typical of urban German immigrant settlements, the area
boasted beer gardens, sport clubs, libraries, singing societies, German schools and churches. The
achievements and contributions of German immigrants have left their mark indelibly on American
culture and life. From kindergarten to Christmas trees, to hamburgers and hot dogs, GermanAmericans are credited with some of the most recognizable features of American culture.

CREATING A LEGACY FROM FAMILY PAPERS AND
GENEALOGY
SUMMARIZED FROM A PRESENTATION GIVEN BY CLAIRE GEBBEN
AT THE OHIO PALAM FALL SEMINAR, 31 OCTOBER 2020
BY LAUREN ANN KATTNER

C

laire Gebben, who utilized cross-national family letters of the 19th Century to write a
machine-age novel and a family history memoir, shared ways to cross generational
barriers to create personal and family legacies. In discussing legacies, Gebben focused
on personal objects, letters, and other items created by or received from ancestors.

WRITTEN, ORAL, AND OTHER PRIMARY SOURCE MATERIAL
Origins: created during time of study.
Use what you and your relatives have on hand (a shortlist): Family Bible; birth/marriage/death
certificates; property and land records; maps; diaries, journals, autobiographies; audiotapes, CDs,
written notes of interviews; family stories; individual photos, albums; videos, 8mm films, DVDs;
letters, postcards; oral history; personal memories; arts and crafts; DNA findings.
Create lists: Prioritize and keep with other important papers.
Suggested link about interviewing living family members – (audio and/or video)
http://www.cyndislist.com/oral/general/?page=2 On this list, see especially: “My Heritage –
Questions for Relatives”
THE BASICS OF PRESERVING FAMILY LEGACIES
LABELS
Share what you know by labeling family items. For example, Gebben’s grandmother had written a
note inside of a family bierstein to identify an ancestor. Talk about the location and write it down.
Label artifacts, photo albums, paintings for provenance.
For photo research, identification, etc., visit: http://phototree.com, or http://genealogy.about.com/
library/authors/ucmishkin1a.html

INVENTORIES
Keep a booklet of heirlooms and what you know. Questions to ask would be: whose was it? How
did they get it? Who should receive it? What does it mean to you?
FILENAMES, DIRECTORIES, AND SCREENSHOTS
This applies to computer filenames and directories. Check filenames and directory locations and
names. With new technology you can use filenames to give year, surname, place, file type (e.g.
docx), source, and detail. When doing this, be sure to put the year first. Make a screenshot of
important directories and print this out to leave with other important papers. For Windows PC,
Gebben points out that you simply hold down the Alt-PrtSc tabs simultaneously. If you do not have
this capacity, she suggests that you ask the web “How do I…?”
FAMILY TREES
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
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Look for handcrafted family trees from pre-computer times. Gebben showed an example in which
a family member had photocopied his family tree and mailed it to his living relatives. Be generous
in sharing information through email. She noted that not all family (and sometimes little known
family friends) will be interested. However, enough will care now or maybe develop an interest at
a later date.
PRESERVING CULTURAL HISTORY
EXAMPLES OF WHAT TO KEEP
Gebben points out the importance of keeping some items not only to preserve individual history but
also to highlight cultural history. These would include Christmas, wedding or funeral memorial
cards, handwritten letters and recipe cards. It would also involve collecting memorabilia that was
typically written or printed for short-term use. She gave as examples her mother’s list of what to
buy for a camping trip and a family “Course in Table Manners.” She added the value of a resumé.
HOW TO PRESERVE PHOTOS, EPHEMERA, ETC.
She accented the importance of using archival safe materials to prevent deterioration. This would
consist of acid-free, lignin-free, and vinyl-free supplies. She also emphasized that the worst places
to store things are attics and basements.
PRESERVING PHOTOS, NEGATIVES, AND NEWSPAPER
CLIPPINGS
Gebben offered a number of ways to preserve photos, negatives, and newspaper clippings. First,
she pointed out archival-safe photo sleeves should be used instead of sleeves made of vinyl. Light
sensitivity needed to be taken into consideration with exposure being limited to incandescent light
(not fluorescent or sunlight). Matboard used for framing must also be acid free.
PRESERVING CLOTHING
According to Gebben, clothing should be stored in acid-free boxes—not in plastics or on hangers.
Also, acid-free paper can be used to separate folds and pieces of clothing.
She added that clothing could be given to museums, especially when a story is associated with
them.
THINKING AHEAD
Gebben encouraged the audience to share what they care about and to inspire others to care also.
This would apply not only to past ancestors but also to yourself. She gave an example of a family
member who wrote letters using carbon copies and mailed them out weekly to family members,
adding a personal note to each. These letters were not read carefully at the time. Instead, they were
kept in a stack and much later appreciated.
Gebben asked: “Are letters a thing of the past?” Though most do not write handwritten letters
anymore, we do have emails. She encouraged the use of emails sent to family to reflect and update,
which keeps family connected. Especially if printed out and saved, these emails can serve as
records for the future. In conclusion, she commented that “family stories endure as long as we
keep telling them.”
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(HOPEFUL JOURNEY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Württemberg. But the defeat of the princes in the Schmalkaldic Wars and encroachments from the
Swabian Circles inclined them toward the emperor in Vienna. The knights needed the protection of
the Catholic Habsburgs from the Protestant princes in order to maintain their independence, while
Vienna needed any loyal ally it could find in its struggle against the princes.
Before 1620, the Kraichgau parishes were overpopulated, but during the Thirty Years' War and the
wars of the late seventeenth century, the armies of the great European powers nearly obliterated
village after village in the Kraichgau, while the knights struggled merely to hang on to their
territories. By 1648 Adelshofen had lost 28 families (about half the village population) and was
then repeatedly plundered and set ablaze in the 1670s and 1680s. Most of Ittlingen lay in rubble and
ashes as a result of the Thirty Years' War. The population of Kleingartach dropped from about 120
to 33 between 1620 and 1648. Massenbachhausen lost its entire population during the Thirty Years'
War and was resettled afterward by outsiders. In 1674 the French took Sinsheim, and 15 years later
they burned it to the ground. In 1689 they also destroyed Wiesloch and four years later they
occupied and partially destroyed Fürfeld. In 1621 Tilly's troops plundered Hoffenheim and tortured
many of its inhabitants. In 1634 this unfortunate village suffered further plunderings by Swedish
and imperial troops. By 1639 only 19 residents remained. In 1647 there were fewer houses standing
than there had been in 1518. When Hoffenheimers refused to support the war against the Turks in
1663, many of them were executed. In 1699, Hoffenheim, along with Wiesloch, Sinsheim,
Zuzenhausen, Meckesheim, and Mauer, were completely destroyed by fire.
As the nobility emerged from this long series of disasters, they continued to struggle to maintain
their independent existence and identity, not only vis-a-vis the surrounding powers, but now against
their own subjects as well. The villagers struggled to recover and reestablish their societies as they
once were, or as they thought they had been. During the process they were forced to defend
themselves against the encroachments of the knights and other nobility who were their rulers.

The impetus for the new encroachments by the nobility on the villagers was both financial and
political. The nobles needed new revenues to rebuild their own destroyed residences and they also
sought to direct the rebuilding of village structures. Having lost their power to direct the community
during the war years, the nobility hoped to clearly establish their authority in the new baroque
villages by directing the construction of the new churches, town halls, and other community
structures.
But the new residences and village structures were extremely expensive, and the huge demographic
losses suffered during the war years had eroded the tax base of the territories. In a series of
independent offensives against their villagers, the knights of the Kraichgau attempted to raise the
necessary funds by increasing feudal dues or by vigorously enforcing the payment of traditional
dues in the hopes of clearly reestablishing their authority in their realms. The rebuilt villages would
reflect a new social order in which the church and community would be strong, and the nobleman,
in his new baroque residence, would clearly be at the top.
The clash between the nobility and the villagers in the Kraichgau reached its height in the late
1710s and early 1720s, just before large-scale emigration to Greater Pennsylvania began. While it is
doubtful that the offensive by the aristocrats "caused" many to
Clash with Peasants
emigrate, it is clear that many of the Kraichgauers in the North
American colonies were peasants who had come from a place where
inhabitants of strong, tightly knit nuclear villages had struggled with
the local nobles, who were trying to increase their presence, status, and
wealth in society. A few examples from some parishes that experienced
heavy emigration during the eighteenth century demonstrate this point.
The small backwater village of Hoffenheim, which would experience a
heavy emigration to Greater Pennsylvania in the 1730s, 40s, and 50s,
had suffered tremendously from warfare in the previous decades and
had resisted exploitation by its lords in the early eighteenth century. Two families, the von
9
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Osterreichs and the von Waldenburgs, owned Hoffenheim jointly, and in 1705 they reissued an
agreement from 1618 that established their rights and privileges. The von Osterreichs had leased
their half of Hoffenheim to an extremely poor noble family, the Ascher von Bunningens. Both
ruling families were Catholic and this, along with attempts to change the old agreements regarding
privileges and dues, caused problems with the Lutheran population of the village. The von
Bunningens brought in the first Catholic priest in 1693 and encouraged several Catholic families to
settle in the parish in the following years, so that by 1715 there were 40 communicants and 16
schoolchildren in the Catholic community. In that year, the ruling families (Herrschaft) appointed a
dubious and incompetent pastor to head the Lutheran flock, in order to further weaken them - or so
the villagers thought.
In 1717 the peasants in Hoffenheim began to resist what seemed to them to be a subversive and
abusive Herrschaft. In August, in one of many examples of inhabitants of the peasant communities
in the Kraichgau appealing to one of the larger territorial states for assistance in their struggle
against the local nobility, the peasants drew up a list of complaints and sent them to an imperial
commission. The list sums up the frustrations of a village of subsistence-farming peasants trying to
hold on to the remnants of their old ways: They blamed the new encroachments of the nobility for
some of their problems and more traditional sources for others. The peasants complained there were
not enough visitations from their new pastor, their dues were becoming excessive, the logistics of
paying them were unreasonable, and the village commons were not being properly cared for. The
imperial commissioners very likely rejected the Hoffenheimers' complaints. When the
commissioners showed up in October to witness the villagers' swearing of loyalty to the von
Osterreich family, the actual half-owners who had been leasing their share to the von Biinningens,
the Hoffenheimers threatened them and refused to comply.
Conditions did not improve, and in 1726 the Hoffenheimers drew up another petition that summed
up the long history of the village’s problems, many of which, including overpopulation, were
closely related to the conditions surrounding emigration. Once again they attempted to circumvent
their local rulers, this time presenting the petition to imperial authorities in Freiburg in the Breisgau.
They complained of lazy, abusive, and gluttonous officials and lawyers employed by the ruling
families who did not even live in the village yet received large salaries to legitimize the importance
of their position. They also complained about the condition of serfdom (Leibeigenschaft) in general.
Hoffenheim was one of the poorest villages in the region. The
petitioners recounted the long, devastating years of warfare and crop
failures that had impoverished the village. Hoffenheim was
becoming crowded, the forests were disappearing, and sustenance
was becoming more and more scarce (die Nahrung geschwechet).
With these uncontrollable conditions bearing upon the peasants, the
actions of the nobility and their apparatus were proving intolerable.
Things had become so bad that the villagers were becoming
suspicious of each other, even of the honest, decent, longestablished villagers and their children.

Hoffenheim

Freiburg rejected the appeals of the Hoffenheimers to rid the village of their self-serving officials,
claiming that the villagers had nothing to complain about and should carry on as usual. Two years
later one Hoffenheimer emigrated to Pennsylvania, and in the three following years at least 32
others followed.
Many nobles of the Kraichgau applied new pressures on their villagers at about the same time, as
they sought to reestablish their own presence and rebuild their territories during the postwar period.
In 1717, inhabitants of Weiler submitted a petition to officials of the Palatine Electorate to intervene
on their behalf against their local ruler, Georg Friedrich von Venningen, who had just moved to the
village and, in open violation of the agreement with the Electorate of I572, had burdened the
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villagers with new and heavy work requirements (Frondiensten) to build his residence. Von
Venningen replied to the officials in Heidelberg that the charges were unwarranted because he was
also having them make other improvements for the village in general. The villagers of Weiler
appealed for the state's help against the more direct threat -- the local aristocracy.
Adelshofen began to rebuild after 1700 and many of its inhabitants suffered during the process. The
villagers built a new residence for the von Neipperg family and a new church, town hall, and school
for the parish. To pay for all this, the authorities instituted a series of new ordinances and duties as
well as mandatory work requirements. Many villagers opposed the new duties and many also
emigrated in later years.
One of the most flagrant offensives launched by the nobility in the Kraichgau against the villagers
occurred in Ittlingen. The history of village -- noble relations in this small, subsistence farming
community reflects a larger pattern developing in the region in which peasants rebuilding their
communities in the early 18th century were well aware of their interests and rights and resisted any
encroachments by the nobility on those rights. The peasants were not powerless rural settlers who
played no role in the political developments of the region; rather, they often took direct action when
they perceived a threat to their interests -- a pattern that would resurface among the Germans living
in the North American colonies.
In 1699 the von Ottinger family (under agreement with one of the two ruling families of Ittlingen,
the von Gemmingens) attempted to increase duties in violation of an agreement dating back to 1579,
but the inhabitants succeeded in blocking this move by complaining to the Reichsritterschaftsdirektion (an imperial court for another confederation of knights) in nearby Heilbronn. This was the
first of many appeals the Ittlingers would make to state authorities for protection against the local
nobility. In the late 1710s the impoverished, heavily indebted von Kochendorf family began
increasing feudal dues (Frohnen) to pay for a new residence. They also began enclosing the common
fields for their own private use. They banned meetings of the village assembly and began selling off
village interests to outsiders: a salt monopoly was sold to a Jewish merchant and the 200-year-old
common bakery to a private individual. Further, they began inflicting excessive punishments for
slight infractions of local ordinances. Perhaps the villagers' most visible warning sign of future
trouble came when the Herrschaft took over the cellar of the town hall (which was village property)
and converted it into a jail.
The Ittlingers did not take these new encroachments lightly. When the von Kochendorfs had a fence
built around the village meadow, the villagers tore it down, a scenario that was repeated twice.
Furthermore, the villagers expelled the Jewish merchant who had purchased the salt monopoly. The
villagers were unsuccessful in blocking the establishment of the jail, however. Seeing no end to the
violation of their rights by the nobility, the villagers submitted a twelve-point complaint to the
Reichsritterschaftsdirektion in Heilbronn for relief.

By now the von Gemmingens and von Kochendorfs considered the villagers of Ittlingen in rebellion.
Still determined to exact revenues for maintaining their presence in the parish and pulling
themselves out of poverty, they took extreme measures against the village in
Stolen Hogs
1720. First, they raised the fees for grazing rights (established by an
agreement in 1584) for the villagers' hogs on the common. When the
Ittlingers refused to pay and complained to Heilbronn again, the von
Gemmingens and von Kochendorfs brought in 20 armed men to take the
village hogs. Sunday morning church attendance was mandatory in Ittlingen
(as it was in most villages in the Kraichgau), and while the whole village
worshipped, the Herrschaft's men made their way into the forests and led the entire village herd of
hogs (160 head) to Gemmingen, about five miles away.
That afternoon the Ittlingers were up in arms about the theft of their hogs. The village citizens
(Bürger) met at the town hall to discuss what to do. Two tavernkeepers and a blacksmith were the
group's leaders. Some young men followed the trail of the hogs to Gemmingen and then reported
11
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back to the villagers in Ittlingen. Many wanted to descend on Gemmingen, the home of the von
Gemmingen family, and retrieve the herd by force; others urged moderation.
During the town meeting someone produced a Bible and read from the
Kraichgau Church
twenty-eighth chapter of Deuteronomy, which includes a long list of curses
and judgments. Afterward, the tavernkeepers asked everyone to come
forward, place their hand on the Bible, and swear they would not give up the
struggle against the Herrschaft until they had won. If they did not do this,
God would punish them in the manner prescribed in Deuteronomy. All but
one villager at the meeting threw in their lot with the group. Coolheadedness prevailed, however, and the villagers opted to use restraint.
Instead of an assault on Gemmingen, they chose to register a complaint in
Heilbronn, which ruled in their favor.
The Herrschaft, however, ignored the imperial court's ruling against them and began selling the hogs
at bargain prices. They then threatened to take the villagers' cattle and lock up the tavernkeepers who
were ringleaders in the revolt. Soon thereafter the Herrschaft's 20 armed men reappeared and tried to
steal the village sheep. They were caught by the villagers and after shots were fired, the Herrschaft's
men retreated, leaving the villagers with their sheep. Fearing possible imperial intervention against
their cause, the von Gemmingens and von Kochendorfs lost their nerve and sought a truce. After long
negotiations that divided the villagers into those who wanted to deal harshly with the nobles and those
who remained loyal, the imperial authorities mediated a compromise in which the ruling families
made partial repayment for the lost hogs.
The compromise settlement over the issue of the hogs did little to ameliorate relations between the
villagers and their Herrschaft, however, as both sides geared up for more conflict a few weeks later.
In 1721, the von Gemmingens hand-picked a new Lutheran pastor, who began preaching obedience to
the authorities. But the pastor went too far in his zeal to support his benefactors. For six months he
lambasted the villagers from the pulpit for their disobedience. One Sunday the pastor harshly
condemned the villagers who had participated in the meeting in which the Bible was used to help
instigate disloyalty to the Herrschaft and he called for their punishment. Two days later the villagers
met in the town hall to discuss what to do about the new preacher. By this time rumor had it that he
was preaching these sermons at the request of the Herrschaft. Many believed that the preacher had
participated in a cover-up involving a nobleman who had shot a villager (one who had signed the
petition sent to Heilbronn).
The Ittlingers had gained a favorable reputation among neighboring villages for standing up to their
abusive Herrschaft. But now people were beginning to laugh at them for taking so much verbal and
other abuse and doing nothing about it. The meeting sent a delegation of six men to the preacher's
house, where they demanded that he revise his style of preaching or they would go to church
elsewhere and not support him financially. The preacher's response did nothing to gain favor with this
group of highly politicized, angry, and mistrustful peasants. He replied that he had a theological
degree from the university at Heidelberg and that it was not necessary for him to defend his style of
preaching to them. At this point the von Gemmingens and von Kochendorfs once again backed down.
They informed their preacher that he would receive no funds from them for construction of a new
parsonage and church. This gesture allowed tempers to cool. The preacher toned down his sermons
and managed to keep his post for more than 20 years.
Thus the Old World background of the Kraichgauers in Greater Pennsylvania was not one where
democracy flourished, but the villagers were by no means apolitical. They reacted vigorously to any
perceived threat to the community. While the seventeenth century was a time when the marauding
armies of Europe's strongest states left them devastated and powerless, the absence of the most severe
warfare in this region during the eighteenth century allowed significant leeway for these peasant
communities to fight for their interests. In this border region between the larger powers of southwest
Germany, the villagers allied themselves with the imperial state apparatus to resist the encroachments
of the abusive local aristocracy. The interests of the community -- not loyalty to any party, rank, or
faction in society -- shaped their political activities. Especially in times of crisis, they appealed to
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whomever necessary to get what they wanted. This pattern would reemerge, but in a somewhat
different form, in democratic Pennsylvania, where traditional nuclear communities were few and far
between, and the highest authorities to whom Germans could practically appeal would be the
colonial legislature and proprietary governor.
To Be Continued…...Spring 2021 Issue.
Part 3 - Community, Settlement, and Mobility in Greater Pennsylvania

About the Author:
Aaron Spencer Fogleman has written the first comprehensive history of this
18th century German settlement of North America. Utilizing a vast body of
published and archival sources, Fogleman emphasizes the importance of
German immigration to colonial America, the European context of the
Germans’ emigration, and the importance of networks to their success in
America. Fogleman is a Professor of History at Northern Illinois
University.

Herzlich Willkommen
The following new chapter members joined between January 1 and December 31, 2020
J. Wesley Baker, Springfield, OH
Julie Ann Carr, Orwell, OH
Daniel Croy, Chatfield, MN
Bill & Kathy Ewalt, Lewisville, NC
Alfred Fleckenstein, Portland, OR
Peter Hess, Corte Madera, CA
Charles Huffer, Thousand Oaks, CA
Emily Karr, Portland, OR
Judy Gatlin Lovett, Troy, TN

Joanne Malene, North Canton, OH
Angela Meeks, Baltimore, OH
Lisa Minerd, Marlton, NJ
Matthew Mingus, The Plains, OH
Keith Metcalf, Lucas, OH
Lisa Philippart, Huntsville, AL
Merraline Retallick, San Jose, CA
Rosanne Shalf, Ashland, VA

Ohio Pal-Am Membership Report
As of January 15, 2021
Total Membership: 285
Total National Pal-Am Members: 730
Life Members:
21
Families:
54 (includes five Life Families)

Guidelines for Submissions to Palatine Heritage
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Articles should be about genealogy. Use of your material is based on general interest to members,
our need to cover certain subjects, and available space. We prefer original contributions, but we
may make exceptions.
If your material has been published previously, please let us know.
We prefer Word documents that are single spaced.
Contributors are responsible for accuracy, omissions, and factual errors.
Cite documentation for facts, and give the complete source for all abstracted or transcribed records.
Bibliography source format: Author surname, author given name. Title [translation if needed]. Locations. Publisher. Date.
Photos and other images should be submitted as separate images using 300 DPI JPEG format.
The editors reserve the right to edit all submitted materials for presentation, grammar, errors, and
length of copy.

OHIO CHAPTER BOARD
OHIO CHAPTER OFFICERS
President: Lori Poch
loripoch@yahoo.com
Vice President: Tom Fishbaugh
tfish@fishbaugh.com
Recording Secretary: Lauren Kattner
lkattne2@gmail.com
Corresponding Secretary: Debbie
Seemueller dseemueller@gmail.com
Treasurer: Joe Stamm
jastamm@gmail.com
Membership Registrar: Carol
Swinehart ckfsmail@gmail.com
Past President: Tom Gerke
tagerke@yahoo.com
TRUSTEES
Deb Cyprych dcyprych@gmail.com
Tom Fishbaugh tfish@fishbaugh.com
Brian Hartzell hartzell56@hotmail.com
David Kuhns dpKuhns3@gmail.com
Werner “Vern” Margard
vmargard@yahoo.com
Roberta Newcomer
palampresrn@gmail.com
Ginny Poland ginny.poland@gmail.com
Peggy Wolf pawolf@sbcglobal.net
COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Awards: Debbie Seemueller
dseemueller@gmail.com
Financial: Joe Stamm
jastamm@gmail.com
Library Liaison: Russ Pollitt
russpollitt@gmail.com
Nominations: Vern Erickson
vehouse@aol.com
Publications: Brian Hartzell
hartzell56@hotmail.com
Programs: Tom Gerke
tagerke@yahoo.com
Publicity: Werner “Vern” Margard
vmargard@yahoo.com
German Ancestor Research Series:
Mary Hess mhess1014@gmail.com
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German Community Forum: Diana
Druback dldruback@sbcglobal.net
Book Store: Tom Fishbaugh
tfish@fishbaugh.com
Long Range Planning: Tom Fishbaugh
tfish@fishbaugh.com
Archives: Peggy Wolf
pawolf@sbcglobal.net
Heritage Editor: Brian Hartzell
hartzell56@hotmail.com
Heritage Designer: Kathy Maguire
katmag6814@gmail.com
Managing Editors: Deb Cyprych,
Werner “Vern” Margard and Jo Ellen
Mason
Webmaster: Carol Swinehart
ckfsmail@gmail.com

NATIONAL OFFICE
PO Box 141260
Columbus, OH 43214
www.palam.org
Palatines to America is a non-profit organization
dedicated to finding the origins of German-speaking
ancestors in Europe. Membership dues per year
(October 1 through September 30): USA residents •
$40 individual • $45 family.
Make checks payable to Membership Registrar,
Palatines to America. Payment includes both
National and Chapter dues.
The OH Chapter of Pal Am publishes Palatine
Heritage Newsletter with quarterly issues in Spring,
Summer, Fall, Winter. Hardcopy newsletter an
additional $24/year.
Published articles may be copied for noncommercial use by genealogists or for reprint if
proper credit is given: Palatine Heritage, Ohio
Chapter of Palatines to America, ©2021.
Queries are welcome and will be printed in two (2)
successive newsletters. Please use genealogically
accepted format and abbreviations.
Contributions to Heritage are encouraged. Articles
should not exceed 600 words. If materials submitted
are copyrighted, proof of authorization to publish
must be provided; sources from other magazines
must be cited so appropriate credit can be given.
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A LOOK AT THE MONTHS AHEAD
March 13th – Ohio Chapter, Palatines to America Workshop (Virtual) w/Daniel R. Jones, four
presentations for $35 (members)\$45 (non-members).
To register, visit www.oh-palam.org.
April 9-10th – Colorado Chapter, Palatines to America Workshop (Virtual) w/Teresa Steinkamp
McMillan, four presentations for $35 (members).
To register, visit www.copalam.us.
April 14-17th – Ohio Genealogical Society Conference (Virtual). “Bringin’ It Home 2021”
Featuring presentations by Peggy Lauritzen, D. Joshua Taylor and Ari Wilkins for $180
(members)/$220 (non-members).
To register, visit www.ogsconference.org.
April 17th - Ohio Chapter – Palatines to America German Community Forum coordinated by
Diana Druback and Lori Poch. This is a free Zoom meeting and is open to everyone.
“How to use Matricula to find German Catholic Church records” - by Carol Swinehart
To register, email info@oh-palam.org.
May 19-21st – National Genealogical Society Family History Conference (Virtual). Featuring
presentations by Dani Shapiro and Ric Murphy for $375 (members)/$425 (non-members)
To register, visit www.conference.ngsgeneology.org.
July 17-24th – International German Genealogy Partnership Conference (Virtual).
“Researching Together Worldwide” with all-star lineup of prominent international speakers.
To register, visit www.iggp.org.
July 21-24th – Germans from Russia Heritage Society Conference (Virtual).
For more information and to register, call 704/223-6167 or visit www.grhs.org.
September 12-18th – Family History Center Library Research Trip to Salt Lake City.
For more information, contact Kent Robinson at nekero@aol.com.

Mea Culpa
An apology is offered to the membership of the Ohio Chapter,
Palatines to America for the absence of the Summer and Fall
2020 issues of the Palatine Heritage newsletter.
Through no fault except my own, I was unable to
develop the past two issues, disappointing you
and myself by my inaction. It is my hope that
those days are over.
For those who paid for hardcopy issues of
their newsletter, please know that adjustments
are being made to extend your subscriptions.
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Brian Hartzell
Editor

